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Introduction
From 9 to 23 February 2020 an international team of twenty‐two cavers visited the Doi Angkhang
region, Chiang Mai province, northern Thailand exploring and mapping the caves. The cavers were
mainly members of the Shepton Mallet Caving Club (UK) and Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures
(Thailand), along with other cavers from Thailand, India, Canada and the UK. A total of 5,400 m of cave
passage was mapped in 14 caves. These caves include the second, fourth and fifth deepest caves in
Thailand.
Doi Angkhang is a mountainous karst area in the northern part of Chiang Mai province, on the
international border with Myanmar. The area explored in 2020 was 24 km south to north (19.71°N –
19.92°N) and 6 km west to east (098.99°E – 099.95°E). The elevation ranges from 800 m in the valley to
the south‐west of Ban Pha Daeng to 1,918 m at the summit of Doi Angkhang, with most of the limestone
being found between 950 m to 1,400 m.
The northern part of the expedition area is in the Phahom Pok National Park while the southern
part is in the Pha Daeng National Park. Several important caves in the north are in the grounds of the
Angkhang Royal Agricultural Station. As all the expedition area is in these protected areas relevant
permissions were obtained before visiting the caves. Additionally, as the Doi Angkhang is in a sensitive
border area with ongoing problems caused by drug smuggling, permission was also sought from the
army.
The expedition area is easily reached via three roads: the 1340 from Arunothai in the south, the
1249 from Mae Sun in Fang district in the north and an un‐numbered road from Chai Prakhan in the
middle. The expedition was based at the Pha‐Dang Happy House resort in Ban Pha Daeng.

Map 1 Doi Angkhang 2020 Expedition Area
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Photograph 1 Pha Daeng valley (Martin Ellis)

Photograph 2 Josh Morris in Angkhang Sinkhole (Emma Porter)
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Cave Descriptions







The caves are listed from north to south.
All co‐ordinates are UTM on the WGS 1984 datum. VR = vertical range of the cave.
The anchors that have been installed are 8mm through bolts or ½ inch holes for retrievable
anchors. Most of the pitches in Tham Pha Daeng are equipped with titanium glue‐in anchors.
In the rigging notes the distances, e.g. (‐5 m), are from the top of the pitch.
Most of caves are seasonally active and are thus flood prone during the wet season.
There have been no reports of high carbon dioxide in the caves of Doi Angkhang.

Angkhang Royal Agricultural Project
Tea Plantation Sink
47Q 504200 2202600

Altitude: 1,375m

This large doline with a stream sink is in the tea plantation at the northern end of the Royal Project.
The easiest access is to drive in from the north from the village of Ban No Lae. It can also be reached
via the large compost/rubbish tip at the northern end of the Royal project.
The sink was found to be choked.
Cave CM0317
47Q 504345 2201853
Length: 10 m

Altitude: 1,405 m

This seasonal stream sink cave is in the Royal Project gardens, to the north of the restaurant. From
the fruit processing warehouse, walk south along a track of concrete slabs inside the fence beside road
and down into valley floor. Walk through the greenhouses and head south towards the cliff at the end
of the blind valley.
The entrance is full of rubbish, mainly vegetation, but also some old drums, and reduces in size to
a small passage.
Tham Malako

ถํ้ามะละกอ
47Q 504427 2201844
Length: 274 m

Altitude: 1,400 m
VR: 106 m

This seasonal stream sink cave is in the Royal Project gardens, to the north of the restaurant. From
the fruit processing warehouse, walk south along a track of concrete slabs inside the fence beside road
and down into valley floor. Walk past the greenhouses and drop down off terrace. The entrance is to
the right, at the base of the low cliff.
The entrance slope needs a 13 m handline and descends into a wide chamber with old speleothems
in the corner and sediment banks with a stream channel in the middle. The passage continues, with
sediment banks, to a 2 m climb and shortly afterwards a 5 m pitch. The passage continues southwards
for 30 m before a sharp turn to the right and a narrow section. After 15 m this reaches a T junction. The
passage to the right heads upwards through a very tight squeeze and then soon closes down. To the
left at the T junction is a 27 m pitch in a rift.
At the bottom of the P27 there is a Y junction. The right hand branch heads southwards, requiring
a 4 m handline at one point to descend a particularly slippery and guano covered section, to eventually
end in a chamber with a mud choke at ‐86 m.
Back at the Y junction ducking under a calcite obstruction on the left gives access to a climb down
a 4 m drop in loose, weathered rock and sediment into a small chamber at the head of a 20 m pitch.
The squeeze at the top had to be hammered open and then 3 rebelays were required. The descending,
narrow, passage had a small stream, but eventually chokes at a depth of ‐106 m.
Rigging notes:
P5 ‐ ladder used
P27 ‐ 2 bolts at pitch head, 1 bolt at rebelay (‐4 m), 2 bolts at the next rebelay (‐10 m) and then 1
bolt for the last rebelay (‐21 m) above 6 m drop to floor.
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P20 ‐ 1 bolt at pitch head, pass through a squeeze then 1 bolt and a natural for a rebelay (‐4 m), 2
bolts at a rebelay (‐7 m) then 1 bolt for the last rebelay (‐15 m) above 5 m drop to floor.
Rose Garden Sink
47Q 504376 2201531

Altitude: 1,400 m

This sink is in a doline in the rose garden of the Royal Project, near the restaurant.
The water from a small sewage treatment plant sinks in the doline, but it is blocked with plant
debris.
Angkhang Sinkhole
47Q 504606 2201298
Length: 478 m

Altitude: 1,400 m
VR: 121 m

From the Royal Project information centre take a good track down the hill opposite the car park,
to where it flattens out in the floor of the valley. Turning left and heading up the valley soon leads to a
shallow doline on the left which is the entrance to Tham Lom Raeng. Continue past here for another 50
m and the large, open, seasonal stream sink that is entrance to this cave is beside the path.
The entrance pitch is about 4 m in diameter and 14 m deep and lands in a descending vadose
canyon. After a couple of 2 m climbs there is an 11 m pitch into a small stream chamber. At the southern
end of the chamber there is a narrow vadose canyon which drops down a 5 m climb then a series of 4
small pitches (4, 3, 3, and 4 m) to a 15 m pitch. This pitch lands in a boulder floored chamber. An inlet
passage has not been explored, while the way on heads south‐west and has a couple of crawls. After a
3 m climb one can either follow the stream down a flowstone slope into a chamber or there is also a
flowstone floored oxbow that descends to the same point.
On the left of this chamber a dry, cracked mud floor leads to a T junction. The left hand passage
leads to an aven while to the right are some low and flat out crawls which have not been surveyed.
Back in the chamber the way on is on the right, following the stream along a crawling height passage
which has a squeeze that had to be dug out. After a 4 m climb, which needs a handline, there is a
chamber with an inlet from the left and the stream continuing ahead to soon reach a choke at a depth
of 121 m.
Rigging notes:
P14 ‐ entrance
P11
P4
P3
P3
P4
P15 – 1 bolt at pitch head, 1 bolt at rebelay (‐2.5 m), 2.5 m descended traverse to 2 bolts for rebelay
above 13.5 m drop to floor.
(Ellis, 2011, 2017)
Cave CM0350
47Q 504418 2201220
Length: 127 m

Altitude: 1,393 m
VR: 72 m

From the Royal Project information centre take a good track down the hill opposite the car park,
to where it flattens out in the floor of the valley. Take the path to the right, which heads downhill
towards Tham Hub Pha Khao, and after 20 m a path on the right leads to the doline with this cave.
The entrance pitch of 16 m is very loose with many precarious boulders on the shaft walls. The
pitch lands in a small chamber with some curtains. The way on is down through a boulder choke
following a slight draught. The other side of the choke is a calcite covered slope which overlooks an
undescended pitch which has been measured as 33 m deep. Rigging this pitch will require care, and the
measured bottom is still over 65 m above the floor of underlying Tham Hub Pha Khao.
Rigging notes:
P16 – entrance – very loose boulders – 2 bolts at pitch head, 2 bolts for rebelay (‐2 m), 2 bolts for
last rebelay (‐4 m), 1 bolt for deviation 1 m below rebelay (‐5 m) above 11 m drop to floor.
P33 – undescended – ledge at ‐18m, ledge or floor at ‐33 m.
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Tham Hub Pha Khao
Tham Hub Pha Khao 47Q 504369 2201079
Altitude: 1,375 m
ถํ้าหุบผาขาว
Tham Lom Raeng
47Q 504533 2201276
Altitude: 1,396 m
ถํ้าลมแรง
Tham Leu Keuti
47Q 504354 2201116
Altitude: 1,389 m
Length: 1,254 m
VR: 200 m
Other names: Dead Robber Waterfall Cave, Dead Rotten Cave
From the Royal Project information centre take a good track down the hill opposite the car park,
to where it flattens out in the floor of the valley. Turning left and heading up the valley soon leads to a
shallow doline on the left which is the entrance to Tham Lom Raeng. Back at the junction in the floor
of the valley, turning right and following the path down the valley, through an arch in boulders, there
is a small collapse doline with the Tham Leu Keuti entrance on the left in a low rock outcrop. Continuing
past here the path traverses on the right hand side of a massive collapse doline. The small entrance of
Tham Hub Pha Khao is amongst the boulders below the path, at the base of the cliff.
Tham Hub Pha Khao:
The 64 m entrance pitch has a small opening at the surface, but soon bells out and is completely
free hanging in a very high rift passage. Another entrance can be seen high up in the rift and 50 m south
of the P64 entrance. One of the pitches from Tham Leu Keuti also enters this rift a few metres to the
north of the P64. The seasonal stream that enters the cave through the boulders in the roof of this rift
follows a passage that heads east and drops down steeply down via a short pitch into a choked rift
where the water backs up in wet weather. The way on from the bottom of the P64 is to head north
through a boulder choke for a few metres before the cave opens up into a large chamber which runs
from south to north. The 60 m pitch from Tham Leu Keuti joins Tham Hub Pha Khao at this point. This
is 30 m wide and up to 40 m high and descends steeply down a boulder slope. There are large flowstone
deposits and other speleothems. At the bottom of the slope, after 100 m, the cave levels off and the
floor is gravel. There is a small inlet passage on the right (east) which hasn’t been pushed to a
conclusion. After 100 m the passage opens up again into another large chamber which is of similar
dimensions to the previous.
Tham Lom Raeng enters Tham Hub Pha Khao from the right (east) at the southern end of this
second, lower, chamber. This chamber is also about 100 m long and is gravel floored with a bank of
boulders and flowstones on the left (west). At the top of this bank there is a rift passage in the western
wall that has been explored down a 4 m and 7 m pitch, but hasn’t been pushed to a conclusion. At its
northern end the chamber narrows into a stream passage which is soon interrupted by an 11 m pitch.
An oxbow on the left bypasses this pitch, but has a 9 m pitch. Below the P11 the cave continues as a
narrow streamway, broken by various squeezes and crawls and a series of pitches and climbs: 7 m pitch,
6 m climb, 7 m climb, 7 m pitch and a final 3 m climb to a cobble floored crawl that soon chokes at the
deepest point in the cave, 200 m below the Tham Lom Raeng entrance making it the fifth deepest cave
in Thailand.
Tham Leu Keuti:
From the entrance there is a short traverse over the 1 m wide descended rift. The narrow rift is
then descended for about 30 m by down climbing and a 9 m pitch to the floor. There are several side
passages and small boulders. A short, flat out, crawl reaches a 5 m climb down which is less than 1 m
wide. At the bottom of this the passage is wider and descends in two directions. To the right there is a
decorated chamber with flowstone and speleothems and a connection with the Tham Hub Pha Khao
64 m pitch. To the left there is a descending rift with a 9 m, 8 m and final 9 m pitch which soon lead to
the undescended 60 m pitch into Tham Hub Pha Khao.
Tham Lom Raeng:
The entrance pitch of 11 m can be rigged from the trees outside at the bottom boulder breakdown
is descended to soon reach the P43. A flat rock covered floor leads to walking passage that meets a
glistening calcite cascade which forms a 19 m pitch. This was rigged along a rift to avoid damaging the
flowstone. At the bottom of this pitch the passage to the right soon ends. The way on is to the left,
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Map 2 Tham Hub Pha Khao System & Angkhang Sinkhole
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down a climb that requires a handline then a 12 m pitch and straight after a 6 m handline climb or
pitch. From here the passage is floored with calcite and soon reaches the P30 into Tham Hub Pha
Khao.
Rigging notes:
Hub Pha Khao:
P64 – entrance – rigged from the trees on the ledge 2 m above entrance
Tham Leu Keuti:
Entrance – 2 bolts for traverse over rift
P9 – 2 bolts at pitch head
P9 – 2 bolts at pitch head
P8 – 1 bolt, rigged with rope from previous pitch
P9 – 1 bolt, rigged with rope from previous pitch
P60 ‐ pitch into Tham Hub Pha Khao
Tham Lom Raeng:
P11 – entrance – rig from trees
P43 – 6 m traverse rigged from natural, 2 bolts then a natural, 2 bolts at pitch head, 2 bolts at
rebelay (‐5 m), sloping ledge (‐16 m) to 2 bolts at rebelay then 27 m drop to floor
P19 ‐ 6 m traverse rigged from natural, 2 bolts at pitch head (‐2 m), 1 bolt for deviation on
opposite wall (‐3.5 m) then 16 m drop to floor
P12 – traverse out over rift for 9 m to 2 bolts at pitch head, 1 bolt for rebelay (‐12 m)
P6 – can be done as a handline climb
P30 – rigged from naturals and ½ inch holes for removable anchors
Tham Hub Pha Khao – Lower Chamber:
P4
P7
Tham Hub Pha Khao – Lower Streamway:
P11
P9 – bypass to P11, in oxbow
P7‐ rigged from calcite
P7
(Benedict, 1983; Ellis, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2017; Ellis & Laumanns, 2010, 2017; Farrant,
Flower, & Lee, 2001)
Ban Luang
Tham Ban Luang
Tham Ban Luang
47Q 504464 2199035
ถํ้าบานหลวง
Tham Rang Phueng 47Q 504486 2198876
ถํ้ารังผึ้ง
Length: 815 m
VR: 207 m
Other names: Big House Cave, Big Horse Cave

Altitude: 1,464 m
Altitude: 1,473 m

To the north of Ban Luang, as the road is ascending towards the junction with the 1249 road, there
is a track on the left at 47Q 504550 2198450. Park on the road and start to follow the track, but turn
almost immediately to the right where the track passes through some trees before opening up in an
orchard that is in a large doline. Take the good concrete footpath that descends to the left and then
over the col into a second, larger doline which is also planted with fruit trees. The Tham Rang Phueng
entrance is at the bottom of this doline. To get to Tham Ban Luang take the concreted footpath that
contours around to the right to the col at the northern end of the doline where the concrete ends. From
here a path descends with a cliff on the left before it is necessary to go straight down the slope amongst
the fruit trees (in 2020 these were pomello trees, which have very large and sharp spines) towards a
stream. Follow the stream around to the left to the Tham Ban Luang entrance.
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Photograph 3 Paul Dummer on the walk to Tham Ban Luang (Andy Goddard)

Photograph 4 Claire & Paul Dummer below the Tham Rang Phueng entrance, Tham Ban Luang (Andy
Goddard)
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The impressive entrance is 30 m wide and 10 m high. The stream has cut a deep channel through
the mud deposits on the right hand side of the entrance. The path into the cave drops down the 4 m
high mud bank to reach the stream level. After a few metres the stream disappears under the right
hand wall. This stream route can be followed and there are a couple of places where it is possible to
climb back up to the main passage. From where the stream leaves the main passage continues 20 m
wide with large mud and boulder deposits on the left hand side. After 40 m there is a climb down
boulders where it is possible to rejoin the stream on the right or to continue along the left hand wall of
the passage. The passage descends steeply and is boulder floored, with guano and dry mud on the
boulders and after another 25 m it is necessary to go right and down to the stream level. The passage
starts to level out where the passage from Tham Rang Phueng comes in from the left. The Tham Rang
Phueng passage is 100 m long and heads south‐east, passing below a 64 m high aven, and ends at the
base of the 8 m entrance pitch.
A few metres past the junction with the Tham Rang Phueng passage a possible inlet comes in from
high on the right. The cave now becomes markedly smaller and the narrow passage makes a sharp left
hand turn before reaching the 5 m pitch. This can be free climbed, but a ladder or handline makes the
return back up much easier. A high level passage bypasses this short pitch, but it is not an easier route.
Below the pitch the cave becomes larger as the stream passes through a series of very large boulder
chambers. After 100 m the passage narrows to 10 m and stays much the same width to the end. In the
narrower section the stream continues to descend via a series of small drops and the passage is mainly
a boulder floored inclined rift. The cave ends at a choke where water backs up in wet weather. This
choke is 207 m below the Tham Rang Phueng entrance making the cave the fourth deepest cave in
Thailand.
(Benedict, 2000; Blood & McFarlane, 1988; Dunkley, 1995; Ellis, 2005, 2009, 2011, 2015, 2017,
2018; Ellis & Laumanns, 2010, 2017; Farrant et al., 2001; McFarlane & Blood, 1986)
Sui Tang
Cave CM0339
47Q 503849 2191168
Length: 30 m

Altitude: 1,140 m
VR: 23 m

Take the concreted track right down into the bottom of the Sui Tang valley and then follow the dirt
track along the valley northwards until 2.3 km from the turning off the highway. Park near the farm
building at 47Q 503400 2191200 then walk back along the track for about 150 m to a gate into the
orchard. The cave is at the base of the cliff on the other side of the orchard. Access is easiest over the
boulders up to the left, as going straight ahead towards the cliff is very overgrown.
The cave is a large collapse at the base of the cliff. To the right (north‐east) a hole down through
boulders leads to a small chamber with a 17 m pitch. Take care as the chamber floor is loose boulders
over a drop. The pitch lands in a rift that soon closes down.
Rigging notes:
P17 – 2 x ½ inch holes to traverse to 2 x ½ inch holes over the drop.
Tham Orb
ถํ้าลูกตา
47Q 503269 2190062
Length: 107 m

Altitude: 1,220 m
VR: 12 m

Take the concreted track down into the Sui Tang valley and just past the first farm (ask for
permission here) go straight ahead instead of taking the concreted track around to the right. After 600
m park near the buildings and follow a path to the right (north‐east) for 250 m to the doline with the
entrance.
Just in the entrance there is a 4 m drop which was rigged with a ladder. The cave is a single large
chamber containing many large speleothems, including large coralloid cloud speleothems from which
the cave gets the name ‘orb’. The cave has been used by monks as a meditation retreat.
Rigging notes:
P4 – ladder used
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Cave CM0323
47Q 502936 2189762
Length: 53 m

Altitude: 1,240 m
VR: 38 m

Take the concreted track down into the Sui Tang valley and just past the first farm (ask for
permission here) go straight ahead instead of taking the concreted track around to the right. After 600
m park near the buildings and follow a path to the left (south‐west) for 250 m through an orchard to
the doline with the cave.
The cave takes a seasonal stream which comes in from the south. An entrance pitch of 7 m lands
on a 4 m wide ledge and a second entrance can be seen coming into the shaft from the east. The next,
deep, pitch has been descended as far as a ledge at ‐38m. Stones fall for 4 seconds from this ledge, and
the drop has not been descended.
Rigging notes:
P7 – bolt for traverse line – 2 naturals at pitch head – 1 bolt on ledge at base of pitch
P30 – rigged with same rope as the P7, from the bolt on the ledge.
Pha Daeng
Tham Pha Daeng
ถํ้าผาแดง
Main entrance
47Q 501652 218720
Stream sink entrance 47Q 501662 2187741
Length: 2,822 m
VR: 293 m

Altitude: 1,041 m
Altitude: 1,039 m

At the northern end of Ban Pha Daeng take the dirt road on to the west, just past the track up to
Pha Dang Happy House resort, which descends down into the large dry valley below the limestone cliff
to the north‐west of the road. This valley follows a south‐west to north‐east trending fault and has
several stream sinks in it. Following the good dirt road leads to a farm from where you can drive along
the track for a couple of hundred metres to a reservoir. From here it is necessary to walk following a
good path until a shack is reached in an orchard. Head to the right, traversing the slope, until the path
enters the remains of the primary forest. The path, narrow in places, then traverses down the slope to
a point where it crosses the remains of a barbed wire fence and makes a sharp turn left to descend to
the stream bed. Cross the stream and follow the path for about 100 m. When the path turns away from
the stream get into the stream bed and follow this, crossing a couple of water pipes, down a 1 m climb
and then a 2 m climb under a large boulder to reach the stream sink entrance. The large dry entrance
is up to the left.
The main, dry entrance descends steeply and some anchors have been installed very high on the
right to allow a long handline to be installed. This is the quickest way into the cave, but requires care
due to the steep and loose slope. The stream sink entrance is a 7 m pitch (which can be bypassed by
climbing down amongst the boulders) to a rift passage. A second pitch, 9 m deep, is soon reached and
then there is a 2 m climb down before this rift enters the main entrance chamber. Clambering down
the boulders and keeping to the right leads to the 3 m pitch. The large entrance passage continues with
the easiest route being to follow the left hand wall through a narrow passage that bypasses the high
boulder pile and then descending the guano covered boulders to a junction at survey point A11.
Continuing straight ahead over boulders goes for about 50 m until it chokes. There are various holes
down through the boulders in the floor and this area has not been completely explored.
Back at the A11 junction one passage to the left goes back under the entrance passage, while a
passage on the right has been explored under the main passage to loop back to the main cave above
the P21. The way on from A11 is to clamber down the boulders to a complicated area of vadose
passages, oxbows and short pitches. To the left there is an undescended 20 m pitch, but the way on is
towards the right were a 5 m pitch is descended leading after a short length of passage to a 21 m pitch.
Before this 21 m pitch there is a narrow rift on the left that has been descended down a 20 m pitch and
rejoins the main cave via a series of pitches and climbs between the P33 and P60 pitches.
The P21 is has a large ledge 10 m down and from the base of the pitch there is 50 m of streamway
to a 4 m pitch and then another 50 m to a 33 m pitch. The P33 is soon followed immediately by a
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magnificent P63 which has a huge boulder jammed across the shaft. This shaft is circular and the
passage enters the shaft part way up ‐ it ascends high above the window. From the chamber at the foot
of the P63 there is an oxbow that loops around back to the chamber and a passage ascends from this
oxbow to a chamber with a fine display of cave pearls.
The main way on from the chamber below the P63 follows the stream towards the west and soon
opens up into a large passage, 30 m wide and high, which has an unsurveyed flowstone floored inlet
coming in from the south. This large passage heads north‐west for 200 m before it gradually narrows
and then reaches a T junction. An unsurveyed stream passage comes in from the left (west) and the
way on is to follow the stream to the right. The cave now trends northwards with several inlets and
oxbows that have not been fully explored. After a 5 m pitch the cave becomes a vadose canyon. 100 m
below the P5 there is a network of oxbows to the right and above the stream, with an 11 m pitch at the
northern end dropping back into the streamway. 75 m past the oxbow series there is a chamber with
an inlet and high aven. At the far side of this chamber a boulder choke is traversed to rejoin the narrow
vadose canyon. Progress along the canyon is interrupted by a P5, P7 and P15 and eventually one
reaches a larger, boulder floored chamber. The stream continues underneath the boulders and
eventually chokes after 50 m at a depth of 285 m.
The way on is to ascend a 6 m pitch and then ascend the dry, flowstone covered boulders, where
a handline is useful for the return, before descending the other side which has a handline slope and an
8 m drop which also needs a handline. Beyond the boulders the passage has a bedrock floor to the top
of the final 16 m pitch. The passage turns left and heads north and after 75 m the stream disappears
into a small passage on the right which quickly becomes choked at the deepest point in the cave at 293
m below the main entrance making Tham Pha Daeng the second deepest cave in Thailand. By
continuing straight ahead where the stream turns off one enters a large chamber. By ascending the
mud floored chamber one reaches the current end of the cave at the foot of a climb which is at least
30 m high and a large passage can be seen at the top. A bolted aid climb has been started up this blank
wall.
Rigging notes:
Beyond the main chamber titanium glue‐in anchors have been install on most of the pitches.
Main entrance ‐ 33 m rope for handline
P7 ‐ Stream sink entrance ‐ 2 bolts at pitch head with rope protector, 2 bolts for rebelay (‐2 m).
P9 ‐ Stream rift pitch – 1 bolt for traverse line, 2 bolts at pitch head
P5 ‐ Main chamber ‐ 1 bolt for traverse line, sling through natural, 1 amchor at pitch head.
P5 – natural for traverse line, 2 anchors at pitch head, 1 anchor for rebelay
P21 – 2 anchors at pitch head, 2 anchors for rebelay, 1 anchor for rebelay, 2 anchors for rebelay, 1
anchor for rebelay
P4
P33 – 2 anchors at start of traverse with rope protector, 1 anchor on traverse, 2 anchors at pitch
head, 1 anchor for rebelay, 2 anchors for rebelay, 1 anchor for rebelay
P63 – 2 anchors at start of traverse, 1 anchor on traverse, 2 anchors at pitch head, 1 anchor for
rebelay
P5 – 1 anchor at pitch head, 1 anchor at rebelay
P11 – undescended pitch from oxbows back to stream
P5 – 1 anchor at pitch head, 1 anchor at rebelay
P7
P15 ‐ Waterfall pitch. 1 anchor at pitch head, 1 anchor for rebelay, traverse on ledge with 1 natural,
2 anchors above final drop
P6 and P8 handline pitches – 8 anchors and 50 m rope
P16 ‐ 2 anchors at pitch head, 2 anchors at rebelay, 1 anchor for rebelay
(Balick, 2009; Ellis, 2005, 2011, 2015, 2017; Ellis & Laumanns, 2017; Hosie, 2009; Houle, 2013;
Morris, 2008, 2009)
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Map 3 Tham Pha Daeng
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Photograph 5 Tham Pha Daeng ‐ cave pearls (Paul Callister)

Photograph 6 Angkhang Sinkhole ‐ Mike Clayton descending the bottom pitch (Emma Porter)
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Tham Pha Daeng Morakhot
ถํ้าผาแดงมรกต
47Q 501870 2185973
Length: 122 m

Altitude: 1,224 m
VR: 29 m

This cave is north of Ban Pha Daeng, to the east of the H1340. When travelling from Ban Pha Daeng,
park in the large layby 800 m past the viewpoint and before the "Doi Ang Khang 20 km" sign at 47Q
501750 2185900. At the sign there is a footbridge across the bridge and rough steps up the bank into
the orchard. At the top of the orchard find the footpath up the hill, passing two small entrances, to the
large main entrance. The cave is used by monks and has a water and an electric supply.
The entrance is a collapse into a wide passage which heads north. This soon closes down with two
ways on. To the right there is a flowstone coated squeeze into a short section of passage to a large,
decorated, inclined chamber. By traversing across at the top of the chamber it is then possible to climb
down to the bottom. From here a passage has been followed for a few metres before it closed down.
Back in the main passage the other way on is straight ahead. This soon becomes narrow and to the right
is a climb up to below a 14 m skylight entrance. Continuing past this climb reaches a small series of rift
passages and oxbows where there is another skylight entrance.
(Ellis, 2011, 2017)
Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter
47Q 500204 2184957
Altitude: 1,030 m
Length: 15 m
Other names: Tham Ruea, Boat Cave, Tham Pi Man Pha Daeng
In the Huai Pao valley below Ban Pha Daeng, high up on the right hand side of the valley, opposite
to where the valley comes down from the village. From the northern end of Ban Pha Daeng take the
good dirt road down into the valley for 1.4 km to a junction at 47Q 501200 2186150. Turn left onto a
rougher farm track and follow this for 800 m and park at 47Q 500750 2185600. Take the footpath that
descends the valley, following a couple of iron water pipes, for about 750 m. The turn off is not marked
and there is not a path. The rock shelter is high up on the right hand side of the valley at the foot of a
white cliff.

A scramble up the rocks for 5 m gives access to a boulder floored platform with four or
five coffins at the back. On a higher platform, 2 m above the main platform, there is a further
coffin. All the coffins are quite badly weathered.
(Ellis, 2017, 2020)
Tham Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng
ถํ้าผีแมนดอยผาแดง
47Q 500132 2184704
Length: 12 m

Altitude: 950 m
VR: 4 m

In the Huai Pao valley below Ban Pha Daeng, high up on the right hand side of the valley, opposite
to where the valley comes down from the village. From the northern end of Ban Pha Daeng take the
good dirt road down into the valley for 1.4 km to a junction at 47Q 501200 2186150. Turn left onto a
rougher farm track and follow this for 800 m and park at 47Q 500750 2185600. Take the footpath that
descends the valley, following a couple of iron water pipes, for about 1.1 km. The turn off is not marked
and there is not a path.
The small entrance leads after a couple of metres to an easy climb down of two metres into a soil
floored chamber about 8 m across. On the floor of the chamber there are about 6 coffins, along with
two “Y” shaped pieces of wood and other timber. In one of the coffins there are bones, which appear
to be human. At least one of the coffins has been partially burnt. An area of the chamber floor, about
2 m by 1 m, has been excavated to a depth of around 0.5 m. A quick look did not reveal any
archaeological material in this excavated pit.
(Ellis, 2020)
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Photograph 7 Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter (Martin Ellis)

Photograph 8 Tham Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng (Robert Bell)
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Tham Tokay
ถํ้าตุ๊กแก
47Q 502602 2184539
Length: 15 m

Altitude: 1,300m

At the bottom of a very deep doline, to the north of the H1340 between Ban Pha Caeng and Ban
Tham Ngop.
A relict cave that is soon blocked. A Cyrtodactylus gecko was photographed in the cave, similar to
C. dumnuii which was described from a cave near Chiang Dao.
Ban Sinchai
Tham Phaya Nak
ถํ้าพญานาค
47Q 505036 2179974
Length: 47 m

Altitude: 1,084 m
VR: 9 m

From Ban Sinchai take the unnumbered road down the mountain towards Chai Prakan for 3.4 km
to the Ban Mai Nong Bua ranger station of Pha Daeng National Park. Take the track for 800 m, heading
westwards taking a right turning and then a left turning and going past Tham Phra Pikanet to where
there is a footpath on the right that leads back uphill. After 250 m the cave is in a limestone outcrop on
the left, beneath a large tree with red flowers.
The entrance is about 1 m wide and high and the main way on is to the right, parallel to the rock
outcrop. Although short the cave is very well decorated with flowstone and curtains covering most of
the walls. Unfortunately the way on is soon choked. Back at the entrance it is possible to climb down a
1 m drop into a small earth floored chamber. The way on is down the earth slope where the cave
narrows to about 1 m wide and high before opening into a small chamber which is home to some large
bats. Exploration stopped at this point, but there was no draught.
(Ellis, 2017)
Tham Phra Pikanet
47Q 505253 2179833
Length: 97 m

Altitude: 1,093 m
VR: 27 m

From Ban Sinchai take the unnumbered road down the mountain towards Chai Prakan for 3.4 km
to the Ban Mai Nong Bua ranger station of Pha Daeng National Park. Take the track for 700 m, heading
westwards taking a right turning and then a left turning, to where there is a small cliff on the left of the
track at the base of a small limestone hill.
Although it the cave appears to have two entrances it is actually one entrance with a massive
boulder in the middle. The entrance on the left has a short pitch into the cave, but the left hand
entrance has a short climb down. The cave is a single, large chamber with the floor covered in large
boulders. The cave descends steeply, but at the bottom the cave is choked.
(Ellis, 2017)
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Cave Surveying
The location of the cave entrance was measured with either a handheld GPS unit or a GPS app on
a smartphone. The expected accuracy is estimated to be +/‐ 10 m. The altitude is from Google Earth
and checked against the contours on the 1:50,000 topographic map.
The cave was surveyed using standard cave surveying techniques to the International Union of
Speleology survey standard of Grade 6‐3‐BEF or 6‐3‐BF.
6 ‐ calibrated DistoX2 type survey
3 ‐ passage details are from sketches made in the cave
B – survey loops are closed and adjusted
E – survey data has not been transcribed manually, but was transferred electronically from the
DistoX2 to the survey program
F – the cave entrance location has been precisely measured using GPS
Two DistoX and two DistoX2 cave survey units were used. These units are based on a Leica Disto
electronic distance measuring device which have been modified with a custom built circuit board which
allows the Disto to also measure the magnetic bearing and the inclination. The DistoX and DistoX2 units
were calibrated before use.
Distances were measured with a precision of 0.01 m and the horizontal and vertical angles were
measured to a precision of 0.1°.
In the cave the readings from the DistoX2 were recorded in a notebook and a sketch of the cave
passage was made.
For the surveys at Grade 6‐3‐BEF after leaving the cave the data in the DistoX was downloaded via
Bluetooth to an Android smartphone running the Topodroid application. From Topodroid the survey
data was exported to Walls, a cave surveying program. For the surveys at Grade 6‐3‐BF the survey data
was entered manually into Walls from the survey notes.
With Walls the cave survey data was organised and managed, the closed traverses were closed and
adjusted and the survey was formatted. From Walls a SVG format file with the survey centre‐line and
passage outlines was exported to Adobe Illustrator and the final surveys were drawn.
A total of 5,400 m of centre‐line was surveyed in 14 caves
The Tham Pha Khao survey has a big closed traverse ‐ going down Tham Lom Raeng, up Tham
Hub Pha Khao and the 64m pitch and back across the surface. This was surveyed on 4 trips with 3
different instruments. Horizontal length 813 m, vertical length 337 m. The horizontal closure error is
2.6 m (0.32%) and the vertical closure error is 1.7 m (0.50%).
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Surveys

Survey 1 Tham Malako
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Survey 2 Tham Hub Pha Khao System & Angkhang Sinkhole
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Survey 3 Tham Hub Pha Khao System & Angkhang Sinkhole Projected Section
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Survey 4 Tham Ban Luang
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Survey 5 Cave CM0339
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Survey 6 Tham Orb
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Survey 7 Tham Pha Daeng
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Survey 8 Tham Pha Daeng Morakhot
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Survey 9 Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter
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Survey 10 Tham Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng
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Survey 11 Tham Phaya Nak
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Survey 12 Tham Phra Pikanet
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Cave Data Summary
Name
Angkhang Sinkhole
Cave CM0317
Cave CM0323
Cave CM0339
Cave CM0350
Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter
Rose Garden Sink
Tea Plantation Sink
Tham Ban Luang
Tham Hub Pha Khao
Tham Malako
Tham Orb
Tham Pha Daeng
Tham Pha Daeng Morakhot
Tham Phaya Nak
Tham Phra Pikanet
Tham Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng
Tham Tokay

Database
Number
CM0245
CM0317
CM0323
CM0339
CM0350
CM0271
CM0342
CM0343
CM0074
CM0097
CM0315
CM0341
CM0144
CM0157
CM0279
CM0280
CM0338
CM0349

Area

Co‐ordinates

Royal Project
Royal Project
Sui Tang
Sui Tang
Royal Project
Pha Daeng
Royal Project
Royal Project
Ban Luang
Royal Project
Royal Project
Sui Tang
Pha Daeng
Pha Daeng
Ban Sinchai
Ban Sinchai
Pha Daeng
Pha Daeng

47Q 504606 2201298
47Q 504345 2201853
47Q 502936 2189762
47Q 503849 2191168
47Q 504418 2201220
47Q 500204 2184957
47Q 504376 2201531
47Q 504200 2202600
47Q 504464 2199035
47Q 504369 2201079
47Q 504427 2201844
47Q 503269 2190062
47Q 501662 2187741
47Q 501870 2185973
47Q 505036 2179974
47Q 505253 2179833
47Q 500132 2184704
47Q 502602 2184539

Altitude
1,400
1,405
1,240
1,140
1,393
1,030
1,400
1,375
1,464
1,375
1,400
1,220
1,040
1,224
1,084
1,083
950
1,300

Length
478
10
53
39
127
15
0
0
815
1,254
274
110
2,822
122
50
97
12
15

VR
121
38
23
72
0

207
200
106
20
293
29
10
27
4
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Expedition Diary
2020
Sunday 9 February
Monday 10 February
Tuesday 11 February

Wednesday 12
February
Thursday 13 Febraury
Friday 14 February
Saturday 15 February

Sunday 16 February

Monday 17 February

Tuesday 18 February
Wednesday 19
February

Thursday 20 February

Friday 21 February

Saturday 22 February
Sunday 23 February

First cavers arrive Ban Pha Daeng.
Tham Pha Daeng: rig stream entrance and P3
Tham Pha Daeng: rig P5/P21 and ropes to P40
Tham Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng: find and survey
Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter: find and survey
Sui Tang: reconnaissance of valley ‐ find three sites
Royal Project: locate Angkhang Sinkhole, Cricket Cave and CM0315.
Failed to find Tham Ban Luang
Royal Project: Angkhang Sinkhole ‐ part explore and survey
Tham Pha Daeng Morakhot: locate, explore, part survey
Tham Pha Daeng Morakhot: continue exploration
Royal Project: Tham Malako ‐ part explore and survey
Royal Project: Tham Malako complete exploration and survey
Tham Pha Daeng: survey stream entrance
Tham Pha Daeng: investigate pitch above P5
Royal Project: Tham Lom Raeng ‐ start exploration
Search for Tham Ban Luang. Investigate Tea Plantation sink (Royal
Project)
Royal Project: Tham Lom Raeng ‐ continue exploration and survey
Tham Ban Luang: locate cave and Tham Rang Phueng entrance
Sui Tang: survey Cave CM0339 to top of P17
Royal Project: Angkhang Sinkhole ‐ continue exploration and survey
Tham Ban Luang: explore and survey inlet from Tham Rang Phueng
Royal Project: surface survey from Tham Hub Pha Khao to Ang Khang
Sinkhole.
Sui Tang: Survey Tham Orb. Locate Cave CM0323
Royal Project: Tham Lom Raeng ‐ connect to Tham Hub Pha Khao &
survey
Pi Man Doi Pha Daeng Rock Shelter: photography
Royal Project: Cave CM0350 ‐ partially explore and survey
Royal Project: Tham Leu Keuti ‐ connect to Tham Hub Pha Khao and
survey
Royal Project: Tham Hub Pha Khao ‐ Tham Lom Raeng exchange trip.
Complete survey & de‐rig
Surface reconnaisance near Ban Khum
Tham Pha Daeng: rig, survey and de‐rig
Sui Tang: Part explore and survey Cave CM0323
Pha Daeng NP: Tham Phra Pikanet: find and survey
Pha Daeng NP: Tham Phaya Nak: find and survey
Clean and sort kit. Cavers start to leave Ban Pha Daeng
Tham Tokay: guided to cave
Last cavers leave Ban Pha Daeng
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Alan Avedovech (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), USA
James Begley (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Robert Bell, Canada
Paul Callister (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Mike Clayton (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Phil Collett (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Claire Dummer (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Paul Dummer (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Martin Ellis (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Andy Goddard (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Ivan Hollis (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Aye Htwe, Thailand
Apichat ‘Tiffy’ Kokaew (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), Thailand
Josh Morris (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), USA
Emma Porter (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Estelle Sandford (Bristol Exploration Club), UK
Tarn Stroud (Shepton Mallet Caving Club), UK
Yuphin Sopha, Thailand
Jakkapan ‘Gee’ Srisuwan (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), Thailand
Sudeep Subrahmanya, India
Noppadon ‘Taw’ Uppakham (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), Thailand
Mario Wild (Chiang Mai Rock Climbing Adventures), Austria

Photograph 9 James Begley in Tham Orb (Andy Goddard)
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Photograph 10 The Team – first week (Mike Clayton)

Back: James Begley, Robert Bell, Andy Goddard, Estelle Sandford, Yuphin Sopha, Sudeep
Subrahmanya, Phil Collett, Josh Morris, Ivan Hollis
Front: Emma Porter, Paul Dummer, Martin Ellis, Claire Dummer, Aye Htwe, Tarn Stroud,
Mike Clayton

Photograph 11 The Team – second week (Emma Porter)

L to R: Nongluck ‘White’ Kerdkaew, owner Pha Dang Happy House, Noppadon ‘Taw’
Uppakham, Estelle Sandford, James Begley, Andy Goddard, Mike Clayton, Phil Collett,
Khaetthaleeya ‘Kat’ Uppakham, Josh Morris, Apichat ‘Tiffy’ Kokaew, Emma Porter, Paul
Dummer, Paul Callister, Jakkapan ‘Gee’ Srisuwan, Martin Ellis, Claire Dummer, Sudeep
Subrahmanya (Absent: Alan Avedovech, Mario Wild, Yuphin Sopha)

